
Maryland Fun Ride                             

Sunday 17th October 2021 

Thank you for your entry to this ride. Please read these instructions carefully and carry the map and route 
description with you on the ride. On arrival collect number bib from the secretary (located at the end of the 
parking area by the start) and return it at the end to collect your rosette.  
 
Start Time- Please start at your given time slot 
 
Venue- Post code NP25 4PQ 
Long, straight, slightly downhill forestry track on Trelleck Common, entering by Trellech water reservoir on 
Warren lane, exiting on Greenway Lane (Trellech-The Narth road) at Maryland. 
NO SMOKING in the forestry please.                  Please DO NOT muck out trailers at the venue. 
 
Directions- Look out for the EGB signs to the venue 
Raglan -  A40 to MONMOUTH. 
As you approach Monmouth you pass through some tunnels. Immediately after the tunnels turn LEFT. LEFT 
again at the mini roundabout. # The road then bends to the right and passes over a narrowish bridge. Turn 
LEFT after the bridge uphill to TRELLECH B4293. It is about 5 miles along this road to Trellech.  
You will see the school on your left, then the church infront. The road bends sharp left. Take the LEFT TURN 
alongside THE LION PUB. Sign posted, The Narth, Pen-y-Van & Maryland. Continue uphill for about half a mile 
(Greenway Lane). Just past the brow of the hill turn LEFT down a single track unmarked lane (Warren Lane). In 
about 100m turn RIGHT onto a wide Forestry road. 
Follow this road to the next available parking spot. Please park on the right, keeping your outside wheels on the 
hard track and allowing room for other vehicles to pass. Strict one-way system. 
If coming from Ross A40 
Carry on through the traffic lights in Monmouth and take the LEFT just before the tunnels. Turn LEFT at junction 
and follow the above directions from the # 
Lorry Parking- LARGE LORRIES ONLY (Small lorries can park in the trailer parking) 
Lorries can continue along the road ignoring the left hand turn onto Warren Lane and take the first forestry track 
on the left just after a post box (House on the right). There is some good hard standing and wide places to park.  
 
Route- Will be marked with Sawdust, Orange Spray paint and Orange day-glow tape. The NORTH loop is 14km, 
SOUTH loop 12.5km and the lead rein loop 7km. All riders to start on the NORTH loop except the lead reiners 
and novices. You can decide at the checkpoint which route(s) you do.  
PLEASE NOTE THE NORTH LOOP HAS 2 SMALL CHANGES TO PREVIOUS YEARS DUE TO A TRACK CLOSURE 
 
Covid-19 Guidelines 
For us to be able to run our events, we must put measures in place to ensure the safety of everyone attending 
and using the same route as us. Please abide by all precautions listed below: 

 Do not attend the ride if you, your crew or a family member/someone you live with have/has COVID19 / 
symptoms of the disease, or have been asked to self-isolate 

 Masks must be worn in areas where you are likely to be in closer contact with others eg. Secretary 

 Always keep 2m away from others, unless they are a member of your Household 

 Use Sanitiser where provided/necessary 

 Only one person (rider or crew) to report to the secretary 

 Riders must carry face covering and hand sanitiser on them whilst riding in case of an emergency 
 
 
Rules- This ride is run under Endurance GB rules. 
 



Health and Safety- The organiser of this event has taken reasonable precautions to ensure the health and safety 
of everyone present. For these measures to be effective, everyone must take reasonable precautions to avoid 
and prevent accidents occurring and must obey the instructions of the organiser and all the officials. 
 
Disclaimer of Liability- Save for death or personal injury caused by negligence of its officials and ride organisers, 
Endurance GB does not accept liability for any accident, loss, damage, injury or illness to horses, owners, crews, 
spectators or any other persons whatsoever.  
  
Photographer- TBA 
 
Facilities- There are no facilities at the venue. 
 
Contact Numbers- 07968 928870 or n.davies91@yahoo.co.uk 


